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Prospects fcr Public School Revenues and Lidcal

School District Reorganization in Illinois min the 1980s

Public education is receiving a considerable fttauntof national

attention today, and several recent studies and reports have offered their

prescriptions for improving schooling. Perhaps the most publicized of these
/ .

.

reports, A Nation.at Risk; by. the National Commission on Excellence in
.

4 . ., .

Education, has been the harshest critic, warningof "a rising tide of
.4

mediocrity" in the public schools (Nationpl Commission on Excellence in

Education, 1983). The overall

.

national debate on schooling,

conclusions of hii'study have ,sparked a

and several states.arecurrently considering
e

different possible educational reforms which include increased beginning

teacher salaries to attract more qualify persons*to the prDfession, an

extension in the length of the schopl day-or school year to provide more

instructional time, and school district reorgpnization to capture various cost

savings.
,

A
Most policy maers would agree that majoreducational reforms, to be'

successful, will require more money, and yet the growth in revenues for the

public schools during the latter 1970s and early 1980s slowed considerably,
4

and the prospects for increased revenues during the late 1980s do not look

good. This country was plagued with major economic downturns or recessions

during t'he last decade which served to constrain the growth in school

revenues. In addition, these adverse.economic.condjtiods appear to have had

more pronounced effects on certain regions and states of the country than on
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others. The rate 'of economic growth that a particular state enjoys in the
4

coming.yeari May significantly influence the amount of revenues that it may

have available for the oibltc schooli. And in a similtr manner, the imount of
. .

revenues available in a.state may significantly influence the types of

4
educational reform that,it is able to implement.

Thi; paper advances the boictheme that several factors, e.g.,

prospects for economic growth, :hanging demographic an economic 'conditions,

recent trends in taxation, and*the condition of public school finance,-will
12; ,

converge to promote local school district reorganization
r

and consolidation in

Illinois in the coming years. The paper begins, by considertnp the economic

prospects for iht five Great takes states as Indiana,

'Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin, and then notes the developing demographic and

economic trends which impact the economic growth of this region: The

genera' outlook for school revenues in the Great Lakes states is discussed,

and trends'in taxation systems in this mgion,'including the slowdown in

taxing and spending, are also 'reviewed. The paper then describes the current

condition of school finance and local school district organizaion in Illinois,

and concludes that the earl)/ 1980s may represent an opportune time for the

Stateto incorporate fiscal incentives into its school finance system to .

promote, or at least facilitate, school district reorganization at the local

level.

Prospects forlconomic Growth in the Great Lakes Region

Future revenue prospects for the schools in the Great Lakes states

will be .significaqtly affected by the amount of future economic growth which

occurs in the Midwest, and this rate of economic growth in turn will depend in

4 q
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large measure on how well the region is able to exploit its partkular

strengths andminimile its particular weaknesses% Asa region, the Great

Lakes states have a large industrial base and a highly skilled labor
.
force.

. .

, .

4 'n addition, these4states have significant natural resources, incldding the

rich land itself, abupdint freN water, andeven latige_deposits of energy
,

resources such as coal, oil shale, andbiomass. Although the Migwest is

wealthy, the Great Lakes states continued to be plpued by a6erse denigraphic

and economic trends largely beyond their,contnal which will 'continue to

constrain Opportunities for economic growth.

Population Shifts
. .

Total,population for the United States increased by 13.4 percent for
4

1960-70,:and 11.4 percent for 1970-80 (Table 1). Both the North Central and,

Northeast regions recorded population gains considerably below the gains made

by the rest of the country as measured by percentage change. The South and '

West, however, have recorded population gaiis corliderably abOve the rational

average growth rates. For the 1970s, for example, the North Central and

Northeast regions gained 3.9 ad 0.2 percent population, respectively, whereii

the South ant! West gained 19.r and 22.7 percent respectively.

All states in the North Central region have lagged considerably
.

7.

* %

behind the national average growth rate of 13.4 percent since 1970. In the

Great Lakes subregion, the most populous states, Ohio, Illinois, and Michigan,

'*The North Central region consists of two subregions: the seven Plains states

and the five Great Lakes states.
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TABLE 1 .

A
. ,

REGIONAL POPULATION, BY PERCENT CHANGE, AND FOR GREAT LAKES STATES,
BY PERCENT CHANGE, 1960 -1980.

.
1. w

1960-70 1970-80

-- United States

North Central

Great Lakes

Illinois

? lodiana

Michigan

Ohio

Wisconsin

ortheast

South
-
.

West .

.."

...

13.4

9.41

.

10.2 ,

11.4

4 13.5 4.2

9.8
. 0

, 11.8

N 9.6

13.8
%

21.4

11.4

3.9

.2.8

. 5.4':

.

.1a7,0-7

,

1975-00

. 6 0

2.2\
.

, <
>0-

5.1

1.7
,

1.8 , 1:0
0

) 3.0, 2.3

25 1.6
..... .

- 1.1 d .110.3

3.4 '3.0'

. 0.8 -0.6

10.8 8.3

10:8 11.9
..I

Source: U.S. ureau of the Census, pqpulation reports for various decades; U.S
Bureau of the Census, Preliminary Estimates of Intercensal Population for the
States, 1981.
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are experiencing the slowest population /growth. Ohio'Fpopulation0for

. .

example, increased 1.1 percent frm 1970 to 1975, And 401Y.0.3perc.ent from

,1975.to 1980. Similarly, Illinois and Michigan recorded increases of 1.8

and2.5 percent, and 1.0`eld 1.6 percent, respectively, for these same time

periods. Wisconsin, the least populous state, had the greatest increases of

3'.'4 and 3.0 percent.
,4

t .

.Personal Income
1.

'Growth in personal income is a key determinant of a state's economic\
$

well -being and itsability to raise tax revenues in general and school

revenues in particular. Historically,* 6Poldirlindustriajized'states in the
.

Mideast and Midwest havealways ben considered wealthy rn terms of personal

income. Over thepast 50 years, however, there has been a graduaj
4

equalization of growth rates in personal.fncome across the.different regions,

of the country. While a ranking of the different regions in terms ,of per

capita incomes would remain basically unchanged'today, the wealthy regions,

including the Great Lakes region, have become relatively less Mal 'over the

decades, whereas the less wealthy regions have become less poor (ACIR, Report

A -74: 1980, chapter 2).

The data,in Table 2 'display per capita itate personal income as a

percen.tageof the U.S. average, by regions, and by GFeat Lakes states for the

past 50 years. Per capita personal income as a percentagp of the U.S. average

has declined moderately in the Great OkPl area from 109 to 102 pprcpnt from

1929 to 1981. At the same time, there is considerable variation in changes

within the Great Lakes area, with Illinois experiencing.the most drlaiA
.

.

decline, followed by Ohio and Michigan. Over the years, Indiana has

7

O
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TABLE 2

PER CAPITA STATE PERSONAL INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE
OF THE. U.S. AVERAGE, BY REGIONS, AND BY GREAT LAKES STATES'

SELECTED YEARS, 1929-81

," 4.1

A

' Per Capita Per Capita Pars ncome
. Personal .

s as a Yercentage of . Average
State and !, Income* \ r

Region 1981 1981 1974. 1964 1944 '1929

United States $10,491 ; 100 100 . 100 '100 100

Great Lakes 10,656 102 10,4 166 107 109

Illinois ,11,576
.

kld \ - 117 117 117 ' 136

Indiana 9,720 93- 9).
r

;9* 100' 1 87

Michigan 10,00 4 103 109 109 116. ... 113

. Ohio 10,30 98 102 .

.-j

103 111 , r1

Wiiconsin 10,035 96 96 . ' 97 e 91 9'/

i

Plains 10,270 08 94/ 88 87 , 46

. New England 11,058 105 ;97 %. 99 101 112

Mideast 11,301, 108 116 117 122 ,

)

41

Southeast 9,.014 86. 83
.

.74 '67 si 53

Southwest
... 10,405 99 85 84 81 69...

Rocky Mountain 10,056 96 ,, 91 90 94 '84"

Far West . "11,669 111 : 106 111, 126 _ 117.

.
1I

a.

Specc: ACIR, M-135, Aprfl, 1983, Table 52, p. 79.

8 I
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regiseeredan i'nc'rease in pen oppita income, whereas Wisconsin has rematned. '

t ,.

relatively stable compaied wi't'h the rest of couiltry.
.s

i .
. . . ,

*
These signifit4nt glemegraphic; and economic trends which have occurred 1.

.. . . -

__throughout the 1960s and 1970s appw to haveeyen accelerated during the,
* 6

early 1980s. In addition, these trends:oe expected to continue for the : :
.. r

,...rr

4

foreipable future continuing tc;limitopportunWea,for economic 'growth ix , .,

the Great Lakes region. 1tppars that some fundamental economic changiiare ,:'\
. ...

_.
- ,/

.
. occurring across the country, and that the growing competition, among the

4 1 . .
...

Sunbelt and the Frosibelt stater-fol. people, capital, and-jobs will become

. even more intense%

Other Important Economic. Factors

.

4

I Unfortunately, there are.severallother economic factori at work which
, ..

wiTT also continue to have an adverse effect on .economic growth in the Great
42.

.

4 .
I ) .

Lakes region. First, experts expect the'economic sector involving services
,

and finance,to grow fairly rapidly in the coming decide, but they
.

forecast

st o
that "smokestack" industries will experience very little or almost no growth

# ) .t

during this period. Second, recent investments in new capital have been
.

. ' °

relatively low in the Midwest, although state governments'i. n the Great Lakes

area are now moving rapidly to"attract high technology industries in on effort.
r

to promote economic growth; Third, agriculture plays a vitally important role

4.in the economy of these states, yet agriculture is expected to *line over

the nett decade in terms of its re'l'ative importance as an in dustry. Fourth,

. this country's continued tight monetary policy, which is now part of.

Reaganomics, will continue to constrain exports which are terribly important
$

to the vitality of the midwestermVecanomy. (Illinois., for exanjp1e., is ,

9
it6 .

,.
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typically one of the top three states in'manufacturing, agricultural, nd
.

. ,

tail exportIO Finally, the'dreat.Lak;s area receiliesttie lowest return of

any region in the country on 'the taxdollars.that.it eendl.tothefederal i. 1,.
. .

. ...

government, and there is some real concern that Reagan "s "New Federalism" may
.

iiiiki 6is'bad situation even worse (ACIR, M -12'3, October 1980, Table 12, p.
..f.' 1 '1-,.. I

,, .

. . ..

. . .

.

, 17.0 and SchpeP1 ein 0 ,1981). . ,

ow

These charging demographic and economic` factors, along with the.," -
-

recent economic downturns Or recessions have exerted idisproportionately
. . - l,

negitive effect on-the ,economic growth in the GreatLakes region when compared

with other regions ofithe'country. .Although opportunities for economic growth

will depend argely on the vitali,i, did health of the national economy, the

Mtdwest may ind itself. in a "no win" situation. To be 'sure, if tht-national
4't k

o
0 .

economy exli riences a period of relative expansion And growth, tht economies '

.

... . .
.

- .

of.the Great takes states will 'respond in a stmilar manner. But even if the

.0 .
national economy enters a cycle -f rapid expansion, the economic gains enjoyed

. , .

rapid
..

by the Great Lakes states probtbly will not,be As significant on a relative
.. ,

.
.

basis as those gains enjoyed by other regions ofthe country$ such as the
.,

South and West.' Similarly, if 'the national economy continues, cycle of

'slOwed-eclnomic growth, the Great Cakess states; in particular, "can expect a

1/,.. .

,continuing deterioration of the relative economic advantage they have alway s
, r

enjoyed oyer other regions Of the country.

4

a,
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The Gene01 Outlook ~for Schoch Revenues

V.

An the Great Lakes Region

1

'N Before examining the general "outlook for school revenues, seteAed .

..
i

4

:

r

charatteristics of the state educational systems in the Great Lakes region are

.

'considered. At' thesame the.twO" major national 'trends which' have had a
: .

i
.

A significant affect on schqof revenues in thp Midwest, namely,sdeclining school */
. 1 ,: N. '

enrolfMents and Aifting,sources of SNoicll revenue's, areal so consigered. The
4

data .in Tiblel depict tht signitNni variation/which exOts across the major
.

. le
;

. . .
. .

. .

M.

characteristics, e.g., average expenditures pa pupil, enrollment sizes,
4. ..

, .

number of'school ditricts, and state Support.4evels; of the State eduiational
. e' I,.

systems in this- repion.114119:se dAtatalso Osctoiftthe,.significant changes'
s .4, v '

which have oceurreddin most'o rtheie cparacter..lqits..over the past decade.
.

. i N .

In terms of spending for:ike public schools, the average expenditure'
t _

ptpupil for the country as4zii41;olie"for,t4 1981-82 sch4.years was $2,6i2.- -

t

For. the Great ,Lakes sates, m aAre raogefroni$3,2412 .1 Mtchhan to
,

T

$2,369 in. Indiana. Illinois (11k- ercent), Michigan (12J pe cent),,and

\I , ,

Wisconsin (116 percent) had egpenditures$er OrP)1 aboutkth national average
,

I.%

expenditure per pupil, whil'tIndlar.(89 percent) and(bbio (90 percent') had..:. ,

., . ' ok

expenditures pels pupil- below the national Average...
1. /

, .0 . 1

i f 1. v

;Declining Enrollments to ,

x :

. .k. 1

The United Stm.es had a total public school lnrollment,of nqarl 41

. /
million students in 1980. Total public school enrol tent deeliped by

.

. .
approximately 11 percent from 1970 to 1980, and is ,expected to decline until

1984, representing an overall decline for the coary of approximately 15overall.
bzt,....

./ , .

It
.
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SELECTy CHARAECSTICSOF EDUCATION SISTEMS IN.THE GREAT LAKES STATES

O

;
1.

41/
4
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.1

1. Characteristics

State.

uh: '1.Pf OH. WI

/ Expenditure Per Pupil, 1981/82
Expenditure Per ,Pupil as

4 A Percentage a--the U.S. 'Average

52,672 .$2,975 0;369r $3,282 $2.,494 753,098*

100%, 111% 89% 123% 93% , 1.1p%

Public School Enrollment, 1980/81
Percent. Cha g in Public
School linro ent, 1970-80

0.

Number,
:\

Of .Publfc Schools, 1980/8)
. PercentChanie in Nualpr .

of Public Scb'ools',19 0-80. / . -. . 1

'

4'000) 410,984 1,983 1,056 1,863 1;5167 830
-10.7W -15.9% -14.2% -14.9% -19.3% -16.5%

4

*7.

N.

.

,
86,19g '4,304 2,0191 . 3,837 3,958 2,134 'e

-5.1% -13.5% -4,6%* -.7% '-741% -10.4%

/
WI ..' /Number of Schb Astricts, 1980/81 15,981 1,013 306 575 / .415 433 j

Pertent Change in Number -11% .-I4T -3% -8% -3% -/r5%r b
of. School Districts, 1970-80 f . . ,

. .
...

. .

Sources of Revenues as a % of Total', 1980/81

Federal Support Level'
Change in Support Lgvel, 1970-80

4

State Support Level
Change in Support Level, 1970 -80

Local .Support Level,

Change in Support eavel, 1970-86\.

.

8.5% 9.4% 5.5% 8.0% 7.7% 6.3
+1.6 .+4.0 +1.5 - ±4.3 +3.0 i +3.

48.8%. ',40.1% 59.7% 35.8% 41,6% 36.3

+7.7 +1.9- +274Z 4-9.4 +12.8 +7.
k ,

447% 50.59 34.8% 56.2% 50, 7% 57.,%

-9.3 -5.9 -28.8 +5.3 -15.8 -100,s,

ki. ,.... /

4
Source:, Rows 1, 3, and 4 from NatiOal Education Association, s.timates of 'School I ..

Statfdtics, 1971-Z2 aggi 198I-82 Editions, Tables 1, 8, an 0, respectivelY0rows ."
2 and 3 from Natjonal'Center for Education Statistics, The Conditioll'df
Education, 1982 Edition, Table 2.3. .. ...-,..

-

.', .

'
) .. '.1

4L.

4

.12.
0

4

.
I \
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percent fr9m the peak year of 1970 to about1985. Elementary school

enro lments are expected to bottom out around 1984, whereas secondary..school

enrol meats are'expected.to bottom out around 1990. The subsequent

anticipated growth in school enrollment for the country is expected to be

gradual, and also to remain below previous peak enrollment figures (Projection

of Educational Statistics to 1988-89, 1980).

"(.

For the most part,,the pattern of enrollment declinemcross the

country basically reflects the general trends in population shifts to,the west
0

and south. The greatest declines in public school.enrollments for th& 1970s

have occurred in the Plains, Mid-Atlantic, Great Lakes, and New England

v
regions.' There was considirible variatiob iacross regions in enrollment

changes, but all Great Lakes states had significant enrollment aclines during

this period -- there were no exceptions. Ohio experienced enrollment, losses

at apOoximately twice the national rate of decline, while Ihe'rate'for the

remaining four states was apprOx*Ately one-third higher than the national

rate of decline for this period.

These significant enrollment losses across the country and.in the

Great Lakes states are reflected fn the declining number of public schools and

school districts. Nationally, the number of public schools declined by 51

percent from 1970 to 1980, and the'hOmber of'school diStricts declined by 11

a
percent for the same period. In the Great Lakes area, Illinois, for example,

has closed schools at about three times the national rate of school closings,

and has reduced the number of its school districts at a somewhat greater rate

than the national rate of school.district reductions.

In addition, recent projected population-for

1985 to 2000 discllse that the Great Lakes states (except-Wts_consin)v along 6

13
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with the Mid-Atlantic states, will experience the smallest increases in school

enrollments of all regions across the country. Illinois (-6.6 percent) and

Ohio (-5.3 percent) arevrojected for an actual decline in school&age

. population, Indiana (+5.2 percent) and Michigan (+1.4 percent) for modest

z/,

increaef, and Wisconsin (+12,5 percent) for a larger increase U.S.

0
0 artment of Education, December, 1982, p. 29).

A

Shifting Sources of Revenues

There has 6eena gradual shift over time in the relative reliance

placed on the different major sources of state ihd local revenues. This shift

"from the local property tax to state sources of revenues, such as the general

sales tax or income tax,'appears to have accelerated during the 1970s, and has

been most pronounced in the area of public school finance. As states reformed,

their school finance structures during the 1970s, they basically increased

their average support levels to the public elementary and secondary schools in

an effort to hold down property taxes. The data in Table 3 indicate that the

state share of revenue for the public schools for the states as a whole

increased steadily throughout the decade, from 41.1 percent in 1970 to 48.8
, 1 ,

percent in 1980 (an increase of 7.7 percent). As expected, then, the local

share of revenue *creased steadily throughout the decade, from 52 percent in

e71970 to 42.7 per ent in 1980 (a decrease of -9.3 percent).

/

All five Great Lakes states "reformed" or substantially modified

their school finance systems duringthe 1970s% The adoption of these reforms

was Basically accomplished by significantly increasing state,support levels to

the public schools. For the 1980-81 school year, state support levels varied

considerably across the Great lakes states. Compared with a national average

14

a
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of 48.8 percent of state revenues for the schools, Indiana (59.7 percent)

exhibited a rather high support level, whereas Illinois (40.1 percent),

Michigan (35.8 percent), Ohio (41.6 percent), and Wisconsin (36.8 percent)

'exhibited state support levels considerably below the national average level.

In Illfneds and Michigan, the state share of costs for the schools increased

significantly during the early 1970s, only to decline during the latter 1970s.

In Indiana and Ohio, the increase was dramatic throughout the decade, and in

Wisconsin the'increasi was gradual.

Trends in School. Revenues

-----".
Revenues for the public .schools increased dramatitally during tilt

-I970s,_both-in nominal-and in real terms. Total revenues for the public

schools in current dollars increased from $39.6 billion in 19/0-71 to $96:8

billion in 1980-81, a nominal percentage increase of 144 percent. The

constant dollar amount for 1970-71 in 1980-81 dollars is $86.2 billion which

represents a real percentage increase of 12 percent. When considered on a per

pupil basis, these fiscal gainslpecame even more impressive. Total operating

expenditures per pupil, for example, increased from $911 in 1970-71to $2,553
4

in 1980-81, a nominal percentage increase of 180 percent.A The constant dollar

amount for 1970-71 in 1980-81 dollars is $1982 which represents a real

,percentage increase of 29 percent (LACES, Projections of Education Statistics

,to 1990-91, Volume I, 1982, Table 27, p. 106).

Given this tremendous growth in public school revenues for the United

States as'a whole during the 1970s, it is not altogether surprising that these

gains in school resources began to slow down in the early 1980s. This growth

in revenues began to slow down in nominal terms during the latter 1970s, and
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Factually leveled off and started to decline in real terms around 1978. From

7

1979 to 1980, school revenues increased.in current dollars across all three

governmental levels, resulting in a $6.2 billion gain in nominal terms, but

when adjusted for inflation, school revenues actually declined, again across

all three governmental levels, resulting in a $4.5 billion drop in real terms'

(Odden and Augenblick, 1981, pp. 29-30). These national totals, Of course,

are based c, widely different patterns and levels across individual regions

and states. Nevertheless, this national pattern of declining revenues in seal

terms `for the public schools toward the late 1970s can be seen across the

Great Lakes area as well.

Anogher perspective of school revenues is provided by considtring the

relative increases in revenues per pupil which have Occuired in current

dollars across the states over the last decade. The data in Table 4 display

the national overage percentage increases in revenues for the schools durin

the 1970s, and indicatethe relative increases in Great Lakes states as an 1

index of the.national average percentage increase. The caveat must be

presented, however, that while these percentage increases reflect the rela bre

gains made, they do not reveal anything about differences with regard to he

absolute revenue levels in the states.

For the decade, for total revenues, Illinois (86 percent), Indt

t) had e(72 percent), and Michigan .(97 percenrcentage increases in scho l

revenues below average, and Ohio (106 percerl. ) and Wisconsin (109 percent)' had

tpercentage increases in school revenues ab e the national average of 1 5

percent. As would be expected, the re/ati e percentage increases across the

states in state and local revenues, whichicomprise the bulk of the rev nues

for the schools, closely paralleled the relative percentage increases in total
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TABLE 4
, .

CHANGES IN REVENUES PER PUPIL FOR THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN THE GREAT LAKES STATES AS A PERCENTAGE

OF THE U.S. AVERAGE INCREASE, 1970-1980

4
Percent:

Irr.rease

t

index of Average
United States Increase

Ur .S.. U.S, 11. IN MI OH W1 l
----

4 .

1970/71 - 1980/81

- Total
.

Revenues 165 100 86 ' 72 97 106 109

V-.

- Stat% and Local

Revenues 161 100 P1 73 92 106 106

'
.

- Federal
Revenues 213 100 170 66 205 110 192

1970/71 - 1980/81

- Total
Revenues

- State and Local
ReVenues

- Federal
Revenues

1970/71 - 1980/81

Total

Revenues

- State and Local
Revenues

- Federal
Revenues

v

63 100 84 62 67 79 . 100

60 . 100 85 63 60 118 lin

§4 100 1Q8 73 194 67 116

63 100 92 92 130 111 16\

63 7 100 84 94 130 92 109
i

4

\

61 100 211 69 147 172 236 -

Source! National Education Association, Estimates of School Statistics,
1971-72, 1976-77, and 1981-82 Editions.
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revenues. The relative percentage intreases'in federal revenues for the

schools, however, varied considerably across the states. Illinois (170

percent)iMichigan.(205 percent), and Wisconsin (192 percent),.fpr*surpassed

,the national average percentage increase of 213 percent. Ohio exceeded the $

national average percent increase by 10 percent, but Indiana was about 35

percent below the national average percentage increase.

./

The Slowdown in Taxing and Sp.endihg

There has been a general slowdown in governmental taxing and spedding

at all governmenta\l levels in recent years. The data in Table 5 disclose that

this slowdown has,occurred across the entire country, but that the magnitude
I ,

O

of the recent decline does vary across regions and states. Fgr the United

States as a whole, state and local tax revenue as a percent of personal income

increased from'10.4 percent in 1965 to 12.3 percent in 1975e but then decline

to 11.3 percent in 1941. In terms of the variations across the regions, state

and local revenue as a,percent of lierspal income from 1975 to 1981 decreased

from 13.9 to 13.1 percent for the high tax Mideast region, and decreased from

10.7 to 10.1 percent, and from 11.1 to 10.6 percent, for the Southeast and

Southwest regions,. respectively. The Far West region exhibited the greatest

decrease in revenue from 14.1 to 11.3 percent'from 19754to 1980. The Rocky

Mountain region was the only one demonstrating a modest increase in revenue

from 11.8 to 11.9 percent from 1975 to 1980, but then down 0.11.2 percent in

1981. 04

For the Great lakes as a whole, state and local tax revenue as a

percent of personal income increased from 9.7 percent in 1965 to 11.3 percent

in 1975 but then
0

declined to 10.6 percent in 1981. The_data in Table Salsa.
4

4

. 16
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TABLE 5
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STATE AND LOCAL TAX REVENUE AS A PERCENT OF PERSONAL INCOME , BY REGION
AND BY GREAT LAKES STATES, SELECTED YEARS,. 1965-1981

.

A

State and Region 1981 1980 1975 196

Unit d States 11.3 11.6
r .

Grea, Lakes 10.6. . 10.\7

Illinois 11.0 -11.2 );

Indiana 9.2 8.8
.#. a

va,
Michigan 11.6, 11.5

r
, Ohio 9.2 9.4

i

1

rsconsin 12.2 12.5
.

Plains/ 10.4 10.8
i

New rngland 11.8 12.3

Mid ast 13.1 13.7

Southeasi 10.1 i 10.3
/

.
Southwest 10.6 10.4

..

Rocky Mountain 11.2 11.9

Far West 11.3 11.9

12.3

11.3

11.7

11.2

HO,

9.7

13.8

11.7 .

12.8

13.9

10.7

11.1

11.8

14,1
.

10.4

9.7

8:9

10.2

10.7

*8.6

12.5

10.8

10.0

,10.5

10.

10.2

11.6

11.8

Source: AC1R, M-135, April, 19133, Table 22.1, p. 38.
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disclose considerable variation across t4e*Great Lakes area. It should be

noted first that the Great takes region is ncOt a high tax area. The region
4,

has been consistently below.the national average in state and local tax

revenue as 'a percentage of personal income from 1965 to 1981. Over the years,

Wisconsin has consistently demonstrated high.tbx effort in terms of state and .

local revenue as a percent of personal income, Illinois and Michigan about

average tax effort,
.

and Ohio low tax effort. In an extreme shift, the data

for Indiana fpr the latter.1970s reveal a sharp drop in revenues from 11.1 to

8.8 percent, but then up to 9.2 percent in 1981.

Despite this general siowdown,.and despite the fact that some of the

Great Lakes states had Adopted tax limitation proviiioniduring the 1970s,

they all had to increase their taxes during the early 1980s because .of th4

economic recession which began around 1980. In 1981 and 1982, four of the

five Great Lakes states were forced to increase their taxes. During this

period, Indiana, Michigan, AO, and Wisconsin all increased their. taxes on
/

motor fuel,, alcoholic beverages, and/or tobacco. Indiana and Ohio increased

their taxes on both' general sales and individual income, whettas Michigan

increased its taxes' on just individual income and Wisconsin on just. .general

sales (Shannon and Calkins, 1983). In 1983, these four states all enacted tax

increases again, this time usually,inereasing significantly their taxes on

income/on a permanent basis: After,Illinois adopted various measures and6
* 4

tactics in 1981 and 1982 which simply delayed an inevitable tax increase, the

StIte pasted.a.major tax package in 1983 including a temporary increase in the
4

state income tax and a permanent increase jn state sales tax, as well as fax

increases on motor fuel and alcoholic bevel'ages.

20
A
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If a prediction were'to be made with regard to future prospects for

-14-N

t.

publicschool revenues in the .Great Lakes states based on trendshand
: A .

. A

occurrences over the past decade, the prediction. would have to befor a

r
continued slowdown in school ripvenuel in:the coming years. 'Furthermore, the

*I
2 1

economic and demographic trends, which have prompted or, promoted this slowdown.
:

.

in school,revenues.in the Great-Lakes states appear to have become even more
:....

.

..
.

.

pronounced during the early .1984. On the others hand, one prominent trend of
*

. .

. . .

.

the 1970s*, that pertaining to the shifting sources of school revenues from the
I N

,r./
#

1. local tolthe state level, does not seem.likely to continue throughout the 0

1986s! Already there 'is substantial evidence that state tax revenues are
. I. . .

declining and local revenues and increasing in suppoitof the schools.

School Finance and School District
.

Organization in Illinois

A

Illinois significantly °reformed" its general school aid formula in

1973, at a time when the political clinitte was favorable for school finance

reform. In 1969the legislature enacted individual and corporate income

taxes, and a year later, in 1970 Illinois adopted a new statNcohstitution.

The new revenue from the income taxes provided the needed money for reformtg

school finance, and the new constitution,..which specified that "the State as

the primary responsibility for'financing the system of public education"

provided a strong rationale for increasing the state support level to the

schools.

3

21
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...The Condition of School Finance' %
,1(

.

\

. \..
.

,
.

'In recent years, the condition of public school finance inillinois ,
, .

.

. -

has deteriorated considerably. Following the adoption of the resou'rce .

, ./

equalizer model in 1973, the State's share of'the
.

costs for the publicschools

fr

as'a percent 'of the total costs increased dramatically from 34.4 percent in

1974-Y5 to 48,4 percent in 1975-76 (See Table 6). Unfortunately fOr the ..

Ns
.

schools, the State's4share,of.the costs for the public schools has declined

steadily since this'peak year of 1975-76, amounting to 38.9 percent in
.

1982-83,which was the same apOoximate percentage of its sharefwhen thenew .

school aid formula was adopted in 1973. This rapid and steady/decline in the
1 . .

state support level as a .percentage of the total costs for the)
f
schobls since

1975-76, along with the gradual reduction in the federal suppdrt level since'
I -.k

1979-80, has resulted in increasing relative reliance on thOdcal property

tax base in Illinois. 1'
if

.

At the same time,7,he property tax ease ttsejf haSibeen in state of
II

oflux in Illinois, particularly during the late '1970s and Orly 1980s. In

1980, the legislaturefinaliy phased out the cdrporkte pefi.sonal property tax :

d
end addcessed tht problems associated with implementing i-eplaogment revenue

'I/

__ 0

I
I.

for the schools. While the transition period in replacing the corporate

personal property tax with other revenue sources has constrained revenue

growth in certain school districts, a new law enact by the Lneral Assembly

in 1977 basing new farmland assessment procedures in part on agricultural
.1

'production and soil quality could affect many,moreAchool districts. These

significant changes in farmla nd asseilment practices, in fact; could prompt

considerable school-district reorganization in the State as an unintended

1

. side-effect:. . '' ,

/

A key component in-the passage of the/original 1977 farmland.
,

. , N
assessment legislation was a "hold harmless" Provision which neutralized some

1

*
.

f

\,
il ,

li
_

\

.00
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TABLE 6

PERCENTAGEOF STATE, LOCAL, *ND FEDERAL RECEIPTS OF FUNDS
FOR THE.PUBLICSCHOOLS IN ILLINOIS, 10142 TO 1982-83

-.15.1

YEAR STATE ,LOCA - FEDERAL
A

1982-83 38.9

1981-82 40.1

1980431 43.1

1979-80 42.3

197,8-79 43.9

1977-78 44.3

_1976=77 46.9

1915-76 48.4

1974-75 34.4

la73-74 38.1
3

1972-73 36.7

1971-72 .37.4

.53.3

50.9

48.1,

47.4

47.3 .

46.3

45.5

45.2,

54."9

.56.4'

57.2

56.7

7.8

8:9

8.8

10.2

8:B
0

9.3

7.6

6.5

5.7

5.5

6.0

0 : 5.9

Source:-:111tnois-State_Board of Education, State, Local, and Federal

- Financing for Illintici-PUblit-Schools,_1982-83, October, 1982,

Table 1, p.

1

,

ei

4

4.

0

4

I,
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minoropposttion to the proposed changes by preventing equalized islessed' Cr

property valuations from-falling beloW 1976-levels. Taxing bodies, therefore,

were guaranteed at least the same amount of revenues that the 1976 farmland

property assessments had generated, and also were assured that no radical

chi;ie would occur in their Overi statUs_quo: At the same time, however,

these taxing bodies were deniedthe potential increase in revenues they may

have obtained if the new farmland assessment changes had not been adopted.

These assessment changes ,could have Potentially significant

differential effects on the various taxing bodies,including local school

districts across the state, If lefeunchecked, the new assessment practices

will result in some school districts, for example, hiving significantly

increased tax bases, with other having substantially reduced tax bases. As
f

the aew,legislation has been implemented, it,has become clear that its

unintended effectt' could be dramatic. For this reaso?, the legislature

extended the "hold harmless" provision in 1978, am-ended the Arigiial

legislation to change the Oroduction assessment7indei from an individual

county to a statewide basis in 1979, and enacted an-8 percent limitation on

the growth of equalized assessed valuations of farmland i n'1980:

Furthermore, while these trends on the revenue side involvili-0

declining state /upport level and'a changing property tax base are.unsettling,'

-tpubastc-tre7 -51i7f5-e-ipehbituri-side involving an increasingly fess

1equitable general school aid formula is even more qisturbing. Over the years,

the equity/effects of this new formula have been carefully mon itored by Alan

/
Hickrod and his colleagues. Because of Hickrod'swork, Illinois is one of the

few states for which..an adequate longitudinal data base has bean established

for assessing the effects of school finance changes.

./

04



The Status of School District Organization .
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. /I

4

These. researchers ford that Illinois 'essentiallymade progress

4, 0
toward'the established equity goals of less expenditure disparity and greater

Wealth neutrality for aseriod of approximately four yeari, from 1013 tti 1977.

. , , , .=

They reported that 646 of the ground gainedduring:this period; however, was
.,

.

*
.

. .

. lo+from 1977 to el981, concluding that this reversal in equity trends has.
,,' ° .

, . ,i, ;

resulted in the lOss of all gal Apthat had been made with regard to:, 4

. ...
I

o .il ' .4

Lexpendituredisparities
in the bu. k orIllinois ?ohm) districts, and some of

. .

.
. .

. .

. the gams that had been made wi,threpard to-wealth neutr.41itylHickhick
. i

,
, '\ . ,

Chaudhari, and Hubbard, q979, 1981).
:/

.

n a recent report-,. (HicXr1.um,,
,,,

t

. .
Chaudhari, Hubbard, and Lee, 1982) exp)o ed and,discussed this neme.of.' .'

, .
I

. ,

reformation and counter-reformation, and conclude that Illinois will continue -'
,t.

'to move away, from its equity goals unless significant Changes aise made :Irmthe
, ,-. ,

'

. .
°

state's school, finalie system.
. . ,

. ,
. : l.

\
., i

. , & I
1

i

.

Illinois is 'one of three remaining states (along witifTalifornia and
.

y .

fexas) which still has more than 1000 local ichodl districts.,.. Reflectirig a

\
. , , 4 .j,

national
Oi

atter n the number of local school districts decitned'dramatica3ly..__

inAllinotrthf664hoa.the latter 1940s and early 1950s. This pattern of
. . t.

. .._

decline continued in Illinois, although at a much lower rate,throiughoat the
1

1960s, and even into the early 1970s. Since the early 1970s, howeller, very'
. .

, .

little progress has been made inreducing the high number of local 'school . - i
, ,

<1
districts in the stat e. J01981, Illinois had 1,010 local school districts,

(t

f consisting of 437 elementary, 125 secondary,, and 448 unit school distrittse . A
..

. ,
1,

(see Table 7), significantly more than the number of schoo) districts 6/

comparable states such as Michigan (575) and Ohio (615).
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TABLE 7

\HUMBER OF OPERATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN ILLINOIS, JULY,I1981

h

f
e

- 17.1 -
0.

'$t. ' 25;000 i0,000 5,000 2,;00
or to to to

Total over 24,999 9,999 4,999

1,000
.

600 SOO ' Less'

to:!, to to 6 Than ,

2,499 999 599 .100

*

I. 10.

437

12e

448.

0

0

3

Elementary- School Districts (K-0)

'

I

.

73
K

V

12

121

415a

3111

#

G

4

oe

' 38 10.1

lcondary School Districts p-,12)

2

1U

12 18 34 .

Unit.SChool Districts (K-12)

'
112

C
22 35 120`.

1,010* 3 14,, 41 91 225' 186 266 214

#

*Excludes Department of Corrections District

SourCe Illinois Public. Sct 4O1 Finance

Reorganization in Illinois Publ
Table 2, p. 10.

4,

. \

4

7

t

4
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While there has been considerable activity in terms of educational

research, policy analysis, and legislative enactments in the school finance

area, very little attention has been focused on the status of school district

reorganization in the State over the last decade. The last comprehensive

study on school district organization in Illinois was Ole-Opportunities for

O

Excelldnce report in 197.3 (Governor's Commission on Schools, 1973). After

concluding that school "dittrict size (enrollment) is a critical lector

affecting the quality of local educational opportunities, this study presented.

both a statement of goals for sch6o1 district reorganization, as well as a

&Weeping agenda for change based on a mandated plan for the reorganization of

the State's school districts. Amon% its more controversial recommendations,

the report urged that new school districts besestablished based on the

foltowing minimum enrollment standards:

District Type Program Scope

) Unit Districts
Elementary Diitricts

1
, Secondary Districts

K - 12
K - 8
9 - 12

Enrollment Minimum

1,500 Pupils
1,000,Pupils

500 Pupils

4

In addition, the study was quick to point out that these enrollment standards

were minimum standards, arid' still considerably smaller than what many persons

might consider optimum.

After justifying these minimum enrollment standards, the study

pointed out that in Illinois, on a statewide basis, 63 percent of all

districts were below these minimum standards, and that 47 perCent of all

4ublic school students attended schools operated by districts of less than

minimum size for their type, e.g., unit, elementary, secondary. Furthermore,

with regard to wealth, on a statewide basis, 58 percent of all districts were

below average wealth for their type, and 67 percent of all students attended

1
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schools operated by districts of less than average wealth for their type. Of

the staters 1,084 school districts at the time, 339 or 31 percent failed to

meet both minimum size and average wealth criteria.

The reorganization plan recommended that attention be given first to

thos'e districts having both less than the minimum enrollments and less than

the average wealth for their type., The second phase of the plan directed

attention to tfiose remaining districts which had above- average wealth, but

insufficient enrollments td enable them to put the wealth to efficient

educational use. Finally, the Opportunities for Excellence report recommended

that the statewide reorganization plan include financial incentives
,

far

reorganization. These. proposed fiscal incentives for reorganization included

provisions to make surthat districts would not lose any state aid as a

result of reorganization, to address problems associated with existing debt

retirement, and to alleviate the repayment of capital costs that might be

incurred because of reorganization.

The General Assemblynever confronted the issues examined in the

Opportunities for Excellence report, and consequently very little has changed

in terms of the status of school district reorganization in Illinois since the

study was completed in 1"73. Nevertheless, given the significant shifts in

demographic and economic factors, as well as the dramatic decline in

enrollments, its basic findings, conclusions, and recommendations are probably

more applicable today than th4 were ten years ago. The General Assembly not

only did not enact ay of 06 proposed fiscal-i-ntentiqs-for-faciTtattag----

school district reorganization, it never took'the time in the last 10 years to

eliminate any 9f the existing procedural or financial impediments to school
. ,

district reorganization.. It is not surprising that there have beep very few

28
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attempts to reorganize school districts in Illinois the the last ten years.

The Illinois Public School Finance Project rec&itly reviewed the

status of school district" reorganization in Illinois by summarizing the

stIptory procedures specified for reorganization, and by identifying the

various procedural and financial obstacles which communities must confront if

they, choose toreorganize or consolidate (Illinois State Board of,Education,

July, 1982). After considering the various legal requirement., in The School

Code of Illinois affecting school district boundary changes (e.g., the

petitioning process, the role of an ,affected district),_and certain

charactristics of the school finance system affecting the reorganization of

different types of districts (e.g., maIlimum permissive tax rates, state aid

disincentives), the study preseats.the following basic conclusions: '

1. Separate elementary and secondary school districts have greater access to
non-referendum taxing authority than do unit districts.

2. Combined districts may receive significantly less generaa state aid in
the reorganized mode as'opp4sed to their existing status,.

3. The sharing of existing debt,after reorganIzatio'n may cause some
districts to experience an additional tax burden.

4: The existing statutes are inconsistent in the limitations they pace on

some forms of district reorganIzation.

5. The protection given to affected,distritts in a reorganization may
impinge on the petitioning districts`, abilityito.effect change within
.their district structure.

This study recommends that the local taxing authority of unit distriCts shoUld
-

be equal to the sum of local, taxing authority for both elementary and high.

schoal,district;, and that the statutes governing schOol district

(eorganization should be thoroughly reviewed ifi order to remove the various

inconsistencies which have developed over the years.
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The Recent Illinois Public School Finance Project

The Illinois State Board of Education initiatedea comprehensive

school finance research project in early 1981. For the past two 'ears, the

I

Illinois Public School Finance Project (IPSFP) has been basically concerned

with the development of a set of recommendations for 'implementation of a new

system of school finance in the state. The Technical Advisory panel, (TAP)

whichf.was appointed by the State Board to direct and assist the/project staff

and its consultants recently issued its final report (Illinois/State Board of

Education, September, 1983). The TAP presented "a comprehensi(ie system for

financing Illinois public education" based on 44 recommendatilns which were

partitioned into the following three organizational categoriels: 1) Distribu-

tion of State and Federal Funds, 2) Generation of Revenues, and 3) Management

of Resources.

The IPSFP consisted of approAmately twenty 'separate but interrelated

studies, the bulk of which were conducted- by the State Board's own staffmuch

as the one just described Which examined obstaCes to tchooh district

L

reorganization. The two studies conducted by the external consultants,

Associates for Education Finance and Planning (AEFP), whit serve as a basic

for the developmemt of a Resource Cost Model (RCM) approaIr to school finance;
-,

however, provide the foundiation for the proposed neryst m. The basic

Jrpremise of the RCM approach is that the state-ill:1 Iceiv d
1r

Oy local distric

should be adjusted for valid variations in the costslof loial educational

progpargmtng.,as.--weLL-a-sfordttfAce..nceas,L. The RCM consists

k

of two basic componentsthe cost of gducation,Indice IICEI), and th Program

!

Cost Differentials (PCD), which accommodate the major rburces of educational

cost differences.' The CEI anclPCD indices areintegra ed into a comprehensive

30
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framework which address both variations in the resource costs and variations

in the resource configurations necessary to provide access to appropriate

educational services for each school district. CEI adjustments provide access

to comparable resources for all districts. PCD components pro4ide

differential access to the resources necessary to meet the needsbof a specific

student populatidn in each district.

The implementation of this comprehensive seteof recommendations,

along with the adoption of the Resource Cost Model approach, would

substantially change the public school finance program:in Illinois.

Pizeliminary simulations, indicate that the.uselof the RCM approach during the

1481-82 school year would have cost $5.3 billion in total. Although all local

school districts spent $5.2 billion in total during that year, many individual

districts spent much less than the resource cost mod91 could have required for

certain. services.. The,TAIT predicted it would have taken another $1 billion to

bring all districts up to the level of services specified by the RCM. The

State Board is currently clarifying and refining the recommendations by the

IPSFP, and plans to use them as a basis for proposing new legislation in the ,

Genefal Assembly next spring.

A Changing Environment'and Today's Reality

Some_fundamental_demagraphic_and-economic changes are occurrtng

across the country." The impact of these changes has been more pronounced in

the Midwest region, and in particular, in the five Great Lakes states than ill
.1)

some other. regions of the country. Although the Great Lakes area is wealthy

31
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in terms of its ability-to-pay, the significant population shifts to the South

and West, and the relative decline in pe(sonal income growth, continue to
o

erode its tax base rn addition, other economic factors and trends involving
0

"smokestack industries", export markets, defense spending, and the like, are

also serving to depress the rote of economic growth in this region as

compared with the growth rates in other segments of the country. Furthermore,

the Great Lakes states in general", and Illinois in particmlar, are projected

for below lverage annual real growth rates in parsonal income when,compar0

with the country as a whole (US Department.of Commerce, November, 1980,
.

Table 2, p. 47, and Tale 3, p. 49) There is no evidence to,suggest that

these changes and trends appear to be slowing.

While slowed qconomic 'growth in the Midwest has served to narrow the

tax base, the recent slowdown in taxing and spending has also constrained the

generation of public .revenues. Although,public school revenues increased

considerably in nominal terms during the 1970s, the rate of these increases

began to decrease during the latter 1970s Public school revenues began to
r.

decline In real terms for the first time around 1976, and many state budgets

for the public schools were sharply reduced during the latter 1970s and early

1980s Education has not fared well in the Midwest during the early 1980s,

and this is particularly true in Illinois.

The substantial tax increase in Illinois in 1983 did not provide any

"new" funds for the schools, but it has at least temporarily halted the
, 1

deteriorating condition of education. This tax package adressed the State's

immediate needs, but it didn't provide any permanent soldtion or any

-

significant reform. In additioq,. the tax increase was predicated on an

improving economy, and Ouch of the new revenue generated through the tax

.
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increase this year will be used to pay last year's deferred bills. Already

there is talk about the necessity of another tax increase in 1984 (an election

year), or at least of the possibility of making the temporary increase (for 1.8

months) in the state income tax a permanent change.

The port-range revenue prospects for the public .schools in Illinois

look bleak. Most would agree that major educational reform, to be

significant, will require a big influx of state revenues for the public

schools. For this reason, the expectation that the General Assembly will

enact major school finance reform this spring may be 'unrealistic. The

comprehensive changes proposed for the Illinois school finance system may be ,

sound and needed, but the,reqiiired price tag may be prohibitive. The set of

recommendations by the IPSEP may be too ambitious, and it's not inconceivable

the this report may lie dormant, just as the recommendations of the previous

report, Opportunities for Excellence, were never addressed.

On the dther hand, it would seem that a merging set of conditions

will prompt the careful consideration of school district i.eorganizatioh on the

part of several school districts througHout the state in the coming years..

Given today's reality with regard to the fiscal situation, school district

reorganization is a reform that does not have to be a costly proposition.

' Certain school districts may be forced to consolidate depending on the extent

to which they experience declining enrollment problems, the extent to which

they mist rely on a constricting local property tax base, or the extent to

which they have flexibility in closing buildings (attendance areas) within

their own. districts. The time appears opportune for the State to incorporate

incentives igto its school'finance system to promote, or at least facilite,

school district reorganization or conseliation, ket's hope that ten.years'.

4
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from now someone isn't referring to the recently completed IPSFP study, and
.,

suggesting "tat the time may be opportune for the ac ption of an RCM approach

to the state's
\
school fin'ance problems.
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